Cube Aerium C:68 Rahmenset Low
carbon´n´red 2019
Product price:

3 699,00 € tax
included
Product attributes:
Frame Size: S, M, XS, L
Application area: Road

Product description:
Cube Aerium C:68 Rahmenset Low carbon´n´red 2019
You've perfected your training plan, scheduled your race calendar and collected a selection of the
finest components. The only thing missing - the thing that's needed to complete your perfect
triathlon bike - is the ideal frame. And that's where the Aerium C:68 comes in. Developed as a pure
triathlon speed machine with help from the ærodynamics specialists at SwissSide, we've put as
much into this frame as you have into your own performance, including food storage and hydration
compartments that you can reach without moving from your æro tuck. Don't you owe it to yourself
to realise your true potential?
Because our goal was no-compromise speed, our design team began by ignoring UCI regulations.
Then we took into account feedback from pro and amateur athletes, and spent a lot of time
analysing the results of simulations, wind tunnel testing of models and real world data-logging. The
result is the fastest triathlon frame that we've tested, period. The unique slotted head tube design
acts as a spoiler, minimising the effects of crosswinds as well as reducing drag. The low seatstays
continue the slippery theme, reducing the frame's frontal area for minimal wind resistance and the
sophisticated C:68 Twin Mould construction ensures low weight and fantastic torsional rigidity. With
details like the food storage compartment and drinking system accessible from the æro position, as
well as fully enclosed cables and a hidden front brake, we've left no stone unturned in our quest for
ultimate speed.
frame Aerium C:68 Monocoque Advanced Twin Mold Technology, Twin Head Tube
colour carbon´n´red
size XS, S, M, L
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fork CUBE Aerium C:68 Aero, Full Integrated
integrated bar/stem CUBE C:68 Cockpit System
bar extensions Profile Design T5+ Carbon
brake system Magura RT Aero Carbon, Hydr. Rim Brake
seat post CUBE Aerium C:68 Aero
weight 2,5 kg
equipment CUBE Concept Front Hydration / Concept Gear Unit
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